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The Problem

The traditional search 
functionalities of Digital 
Libraries respond to a query 
with a list of digital objects 
based on metadata descriptors

Often, no semantic relation 
among the returned objects is 
reported in the search results

Semantic relations can help the user obtain a more complete 
knowledge on the subject of the search



Narratives in Digital Libraries

Our idea is that DLs should be able to provide 
narratives to their users in addition to lists of objects

We intend a narrative as a sequence of events defined 
by a narrator, each endowed with factual aspects
(who, what, where, when), semantic relations (e.g. 
part of, causality), and related digital objects

Narratives would allow DLs to provide more 
sophisticated information services to their users, 
going beyond the current state



Our Research

In order to introduce narratives in DLs, we have 
developed an ontology for narratives using the 
technologies of the Semantic Web

The ontology is expressed in OWL and based on 
the CIDOC CRM standard

On top of the ontology, we have built a software 
architecture for narratives

Our main goal is to apply this work to improve the 
search functionality of DLs, such as Europeana



A Software Architecture for Narratives

We present a software architecture for narratives that 
allows building narratives as semantic networks, performing 
reasoning on them, and publishing the narratives online

Main Components

1) Narrative Building and Visualising Tool (NBVT)

2) OWL Triplifier

3) Reasoner

4) Triple Store

5) Visualisation Interface



Narrative Building and Visualising Tool (NBVT)

In order to facilitate the creation of a narrative and its 
semantic representation by the narrator, we built a web-based 
Narrative Building and Visualising Tool (NBVT) 

• NBVT allows the user to build narratives as sequences of 
events and preview the final timeline visualisation

• Built with HTML5, JavaScript and CouchDB

• Imports knowledge from the Wikidata knowledge base

• Open source (GPL license) and available online for free 
(username/password required)



NBVT Interface



Triplifier and Reasoner

The knowledge exported from NBVT is loaded into a triplifier

The triplifier is Java-based and built on top of the OWL API. 

The triplifier generates an OWL graph containing our
ontology model populated with the narrative

At this stage, reasoning is performed on the knowledge base to 
perform consistency checks and make inferences, using both 
OWL axioms and SWRL rules

The reasoner we adopted is Openllet, the successor of Pellet

Finally, the knowledge is imported into the Blazegraph triple 
store and published online



Architecture Overview



Visualisation Interface

Three types of interactive visualisations

• Timeline

• Network graphs

• Tables

More in development (e.g. maps)

• Each visualisation is obtained through one or more
SPARQL queries performed on the triple store

• Built with TimelineJS and Vis.js JavaScript libraries



Timeline Visualisation



Graph and Table Visualisations

Graph visualisations

• Event with related entities

• Entity with related events

• Event with digital objects

Table visualisations

• Events by date range

• Primary sources



Case Studies

Four case studies

• Life of Dante Alighieri

• Life of Gustav Klimt

• History of giant squid

• Climate change

License: CC-BY-SA

Explore them online: https://dlnarratives.eu/narratives.html



Conclusions

We have presented a software architecture for narratives

• The user inserts knowledge into the Narrative Building 
and Visualising Tool, built on top of our ontology for 
narratives

• A triplifier transforms the inserted knowledge into an OWL 
graph

• A reasoner makes inferences, generating new knowledge

• A triple store stores the final OWL graph

• A visualisation interface presents the knowledge to the 
final users



Future Works

• We are working to apply our architecture to the search 
functionality of Digital Libraries

• In particular, we have built an interface for importing 
Europeana digital objects into our narratives (we are 
investigating an integration with Europeana)

• We are also working on temporal reasoning, i.e. 
ordering events with uncertain dates

• We are exploring automatic extraction of events 
from text



Thank you

https://dlnarratives.eu


